Abstract. In this work, we study several equivalence relations induced from the partitions of the sets of words of finite length. We have results on words over finite fields extending the work of Bacher (2002, Europ. J. Combinatorics, 23, 141-147). Cardinalities of its equivalence classes and explicit relationships between two words are determined.
Introduction
Let k be a finite field and F k denote the set of all finite words with letters in k. F k is a free monoid with identity ε, called the empty word. Consider the special linear group of degree two over k, SL 2 (k), consisting of 2 × 2 matrices over k of determinant one. It has been proved in [B02] Lemma 2.1 that SL 2 (k) generated as a monoid by the set of matrices
We can view S as k and thus every word w = α 1 . . . α l ∈ F k is corresponding to the product  This gives rise to an onto homomorphism of monoids π : F k → SL 2 (k).
We define an equivalence relation ∼ on k The sets A and C = F k A divide F k into two disjoint pieces. This partition leads to an equivalence relation on F k .
For r ∈ k, we define two disjoint subsets A r and C r of F k by
and C r = F k A r . Hence A = A 0 . In Sections 2 and 3, we investigate arithmetic and combinatorial properties of the equivalence relation on F k induced by the partition A r and C r .
Let N be a positive integer. Another route to extend Bacher's work is to study the special linear group over Z/NZ, the ring of integers modulo N. We present this topic in Section 4. Write F N for the set of all finite words with letters in Z/NZ. Consider the special linear group of degree two over Z/NZ, SL 2 (Z/NZ), consisting of 2 × 2 matrices over Z/NZ of determinant one. Let
We show that this set generates SL 2 (Z/NZ) as a monoid. Our proof is different from [B02] Lemma 2.1. We use the basic fact that every closed subset of a finite group is a group. This result shows that every element of SL 2 (Z/NZ) can be written in at least one way as a finite word with letters in S ′ .
We can also consider S ′ as Z/NZ and hence every word w = α 1 . . . α l ∈ F N is corresponding to the product   0 1
This yields an onto homomorphism of monoids
For Z/NZ, we define an equivalence relation
Here (Z/NZ) × denotes the unit group of the ring Z/NZ. The group SL 2 (Z/NZ) acts on the set of equivalence classes by left multiplication. Parallel to Bacher's, we set
We study this partition of F N in the last two sections.
The paper is organized as follows. Arithmetic and combinatorial properties implying the cardinalities of A r and C r are studied in Section 2. Section 3 gives an algorithm to distinguish the partition A r and C r . Words over Z/NZ and the partitionĀ andC are presented in Section 4. The final section is devoted toĀ including unique factorization, predecessors, successors and periodic words, parallel to Bacher's A 0 .
Cardinalities of A r and C r
This section presents the preliminary properties of words in A r and results on the cardinalities of A r and C r .
Therefore we have shown
The set A 0 has been studied by Bacher in [B02] . Our results are for the case r = 0. For l ≥ 0, we write F Moreover, if w ∈ C l r , then there exists a unique α ∈ k such that wα ∈ A l+1 r .
Proof. Assume that w ∈ A l r and let
If ar−b −1 +αbr = (a+αb)r, then −b −1 = 0, a contradiction. Thus wα ∈ C l+1 r . Conversely,
we have
Since d = br, we can choose a unique α, namely α = (ar − c)(
For the left insertion, we obtain a slightly different property.
(ii) If w ∈ A l r , then there exists a unique α ∈ k such that αw ∈ A l+1 r .
Proof. We first observe that for α ∈ k,
(ii) Assume that w ∈ A 
Theorem 2.2 results in |A 
Induced Equivalence Relations
Let r ∈ k. The partition A r and C r of F k induces the equivalence relation ∼ r on F k .
Its properties are studied in our next theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let x ∈ F k and β ∈ k. We have
(ii) rβx ∈ A r if and only if x ∈ A 0 .
(i) Assume that α, β ∈ k and α = r. Then
Remark. This result leads to an algorithm to distinguish words in F k . It extends Bacher's
Combined with Theorem 3.1, we completely classify all words into the partition A r and
We illustrate Theorem 3.1 and the above remark by the following numerical example.
Example 3.2. Let k = F 3 . Consider 22102 ∈ F k . r = 0. By Theorem 3.1 (i), 22102 ∼ 0 (2 − 2 −1 )102 = 0102. By Theorem 3.1 (ii), 0102 ∼ 0 02 ∼ 0 ε. Then we have 22102 ∈ C 0 . r = 1. By Theorem 3.1 (i),
Since 2 ∈ C 0 , 102 ∈ C 1 by Theorem 3.1 (ii). Then we have 22102 ∈ C 1 . r = 2. By Theorem 3.1 (ii), we first consider
Then 102 ∈ A 0 , so we have 22102 ∈ A 2 .
Words over Z/NZ
In this section, we study arithmetic properties of the partitionĀ andC of the set F N defined parallel to Bacher's. Let
We begin by giving the proof of the following lemma. This lemma shows that every element of SL 2 (Z/NZ) can be written in at least one way as a finite word with letters in S ′ .
Next, we establish a way to determine if words are inĀ. For w ∈ F N with π(w) = 
Hence we have shown Theorem 4.2. Let N be a positive integer. Then
For l ≥ 0, we write F (ii) If gcd(d, N) > 1, then αw ∈C l+1 and wβ ∈C l+1 for all α, β ∈ Z/NZ.
Proof. We first note that for α ∈ Z/NZ, Proof.
Since b = 0, α 2 . . . α l and α 1 . . . α l−1 ∈C l−1 .
Remark. We used to be able to derive the cardinalities of A r and C r by knowing the properties given in the above three theorem. However, in the finite ring Z/NZ case is not the same as the finite field k case due to this ring contains zero divisors. This makes the words in F N behave differently as we have seen in Theorem 4.4.
Another property of words inĀ is given in the following theorem. This result will be used in the next section. 
The partitionĀ andC of F k also induces the equivalence relation ∼ on F k . We record some relationships between two words in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.7. Let x ∈ F N and β ∈ Z/NZ. We have
(ii) 0βx ∼ x.
Remark. The above theorem yields partial answers (again due to zero divisors in Z/NZ) for determination of words into classesĀ andC. However, a good mathematical software such as Maple TM can easily compute the product of 2 × 2 matrices modulo positive integer N. This allows us to directly distinguish words in F N .
More onĀ
We concentrate more onĀ and record its further parallel properties to Bacher's in this last section. This work includes unique factorization, predecessors, successors and periodic words.
In order to prove the fact about unique factorization onĀ, we start with the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. (i) If w, w ′ ∈Ā then ww ′ ∈C and wαw ′ ∈Ā for any α ∈ Z/NZ.
(ii) If exactly one of w, w ′ is an element ofĀ then wαw ′ ∈C for any α ∈ Z/NZ.
To prove (ii), suppose that w ∈Ā and w ′ ∈C and let α ∈ Z/NZ. Let P l = α 1 α 2 . . . α l ∈Ā l : α 1 . . . α h ∈C h for h = 1, . . . , l − 1 and P = P l .
Theorem 5.2. [Unique Factorization inĀ] Let w ∈ F N . Then w ∈Ā if and only if w can be written as
for some n ≥ 0 with p 1 , . . . , p n+1 ∈ P and δ 1 , . . . , δ n ∈ Z/NZ. Moreover, such a factorization of w ∈Ā is unique.
Proof. Suppose that w can be written as in this form. By Lemma 5.1, it is easy to see that w ∈Ā. Conversely, assume that w = α 1 α 2 . . . α l ∈Ā l . Then there is the smallest positive integer s such that α 1 . . . α s ∈Ā. Setting p 1 = α 1 . . . α s ∈ P and δ 1 = α s+1 . Thus α s+2 α s+3 . . . α l must be inĀ l−(s+1) by Lemma 5.1. Repeating this process we get the sets {δ 1 , . . . , δ n } ⊂ Z/NZ and {p 1 , . . . , p n+1 } ⊂ P so that w = p 1 δ 1 p 2 δ 2 . . . p n δ n p n+1 for some n ≥ 0. The smallest length of p i for each i implies the uniqueness of this factorization.
Given two words w, w ′ ∈ F N of the form
we call w ′ an immediate successor of w and w an immediate predecessor of w ′ .
Theorem 5.3. Each element w ∈Ā l has a unique immediate successor and a unique immediate predecessor inĀ l .
Proof. Assume that α 0 α 1 . . That is, all subwords formed by l consecutive letters of W are elements inĀ l . SinceĀ l is finite, the infinite word W associated to w is periodic. Hence for every w ∈Ā l , there exists the smallest positive integer s such that the infinite word W associated to w is s-periodic.
Example 5.4. Some infinite periodic words over Z/6Z.
(1) The infinite periodic word corresponding to both 121 and 212 is a 2-periodic word . . . 1212 . . .. Remark. In the above proof, sometimes t < t ′ . For example, consider the infinite 1-periodic word, . . . 000 . . .. The order of π(0) = 4 but we can choose t = 2 since 0 ∈Ā.
Moreover, since t ′ divides |SL 2 (Z/NZ)|, we know that t ≤ |SL 2 (Z/NZ)|.
